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HOSPITAL CAMPUS DESIGN 
RELATED WITH EEB CHALLENGES

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Semantics-driven Design through Geo and Building Information Modeling for Energy-efficient Buildings Integrated in Mixed-use Healthcare DistrictsAim:	50% reduced energy-use and CO2 emission of healthcare districts in 10 years.Research:  	EeB design optimisation in 3 levels / areas:Building MEP/HVAC systems in relation with high-tech medical equipment Building envelope and spatial layout in relation with new healthcare servicesBuilding energy systems in relation with neighbourhood systems (grid, storage, etc.)



Overall objectives

• on the basis of typologies of buildings and districts (WP1), technologies for envelope 
and MEP (WP2) and aims in terms of energy consumption (WP3),

• define the processes with right level of information & new contracting method (WP4),

• research and develop optimised semantics-driven Design methods (WP5) and 
interoperable tools for building and geo Information Modelling (WP6),

• apply all on real demonstration and validation projects across Europe (WP7),

• and secure the results by knowledge dissemination and standardization (WP8)
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Crucial topics

a) the priority for the design phase integrated in the neighbourhood energy systems;

b) the empirical validation of sustainable EeB solutions and new design tools using 4
real projects from 4 different EU countries:

c) the latest advancements in BIM, GIS, Semantic and Parametric modelling and
optimization techniques;

d) the active participation of industrial partners and direct synergies with other EeB
research, demonstration and standardization projects.

NHS Rotherham (UK) - Rijnstate Ziekenhuis Arnhem (NL) - AOUC Firenze (I) - AP-HP Paris (F)
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
..of new buildings as well as the retrofit design of existing buildings..involving the stakeholders and building occupants through a participatory design approach in the Integrated Project Delivery. The building, district and project types, sizes and scopes are representative to the EU typologies. All cases are large-scale hospitals in mixed-used healthcare districts including offices and other buildings.. leading to major innovations in precedence based design methods and tools, virtual construction methods, and design and knowledge management practices.



Context en focus

STREAMER project 4

Context: Hospital campus – mixed-use area with an integrated energy system, consists of 
various buildings (e.g. hospitals and clinics, research and educational buildings, offices)

Focus: Building design – design optimization of new and existing buildings in 3 areas: 
MEP/HVAC systems; building envelop and spatial layout; energy grid in campus and surroundings.



First targeted key research achievement

Generic semantic typology models  
of energy-efficient buildings in healthcare districts

adjustable semantic design models 

templates for new design 

and retrofitting.
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Object  Knowledge modellingEvidence  ExperienceVisualization  InterpretationData / specifications  Performance



Key areas

New design methodology is required in 
three key areas

1.building envelope and space layout
2.medical, MEP and HVAC systems 
3.building and neighbourhood energy grids 

The new methodology needs to rely on 
interoperability between:

Building Information Modelling (BIM) 
Geospatial Information Systems (GIS)

BIM Model, source: Arup
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
1. The building envelope and space layout require an optimization in terms of innovative services and building operations within the neighbourhood and surrounding areas.2. The new design methodology needs to solve the most crucial design failure that cause transmission loss/efficiency loss between equipment and buildings during operation, especially when modern equipment is installed in existing building or energy systems. Therefore, the medical, MEP and HVAC systems require an optimization in terms of cost-effectiveness, taking into account the inter-dependencies between building components and energy systems. 3. Last but not least, optimal interaction between the building’s and neighbourhood’s energy systems in the district should be operated through smart grid, smart use of district heating/cooling and energy generation.  



Streamer approach to typology

methodology for organizational, 
distribution and functional 
aspects of healthcare buildings

typology in relation to energy 
related features to define design 
criteria for models and tools. 

data and parameter gathered 
should be suitable for the 
semantic typology models of 
existing buildings and districts. 

nine general arrangements of healthcare districts, source: De Jong Gortemaker Algra
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Streamer approach to typology
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Looking at the spatial organization and the functional aggregative configurations, four main different levels can be considered to build up a Healthcare District:Single Spaces (S): the lowest spatial entity that can be identified by specific functions and properties (operating rooms, patient rooms, nurse offices, etc). Spaces can be classified considering both their functional and their technical properties and characteristics, including their energy-related features.Functional Area (U): a group of spaces generally related to homogeneity of interdependencies between functions and spaces (wards, operating theatre blocks, etc). As well as the spaces, the units can be classified considering both their functional and technical properties and characteristics, including their energy-related features.Building (B): a system that includes several units. Relationships, interdependencies and functional aggregative configurations between the units depend on the characteristic of the building. Relationships, interdependencies and functional aggregative configurations between the units depend on the characteristic of the building. Properties and energy-related features of the buildings may be related to their typological and technical characteristics, to their functions, to their form.District (D): it consists of several buildings. For the project the district level is useful for aggregation to test the proposed solutions in relation to the key performance indicators.  



Streamer approach to typology

a top-down
• “outside/in” approach
• or “designer view”

a bottom-up
• “inside/out” approach
• or “engineers view”
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
a top-down “outside/in” approach or “designer view”: 	it defines the typology basing on the building characteristics such as hot floor, hotel, office and industry, as well as the campus-building taxonomy (e.g. backbone, pavilion, central hall, etc.) and organizational categories (e.g. patient flows and logistics, standardized or complex and acute or elective patient care). a bottom-up “inside/out” approach or “engineers view”:	it defines the typology based on the technical properties of the rooms (e.g. the energy-related features of an operating room, a patient room, a nurse office, etc.) and building/MEP systems (e.g. the energy-related features of a sandwich-panel façade system, a certain type of ventilation system etc.) could be applied.



top-down

“outside/in” 
starts from the definition 
of the main typologies 
of healthcare district. 

main types
hot floor
hotel
offices
industry

Typologies, matrix of relationships, interdependencies and functional aggregative 
configurations are analysed starting progressively from the district level to the single 
spaces level.

Bernhoven hospital, source: De Jong Gortemaker Algra
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Advantages:	Easier definition of a method of classification fitted to the scope of Streamer and to the demonstration cases.Creation of groups always homogeneous that allow to identify the relationships in a congruent an logical way A clear and congruent scheme of relationships, interdependencies and functional aggregative configurations that allow to analyse and identify the non-technical “energy features”  Limits	Relationships, interdependencies and functional aggregative configurations could be closer to the method of classification rather than the energy-related features.Since the classification of Spaces and Units do not depend on energy-related features this approach could implement Units including Spaces not homogeneous from an “energy-related point of view”; 



bottom-up

“inside/out” 
takes definition of spaces 
and units as starting point 
for design methodology. 

Based on categorization of units depending on the relationships, interdependencies 
and functional aggregative configurations of single spaces in each unit. 

Bernhoven hospital, source: De Jong Gortemaker Algra
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Advantages:Clear classification of spaces based on energy-related features.Better control of the energy efficiency indicators at higher levelSmaller number of parameters that can be defined unambiguously Limits:	It could result quite difficult to define the functional aggregative configurations Technical properties of the single spaces are not sufficient to define the energy-related characteristics of the whole Units, Building and District



Streamer approach to typology

Categorization of Spaces in the Outside/In and Inside/Out approaches
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
STREAMER proposes a design methodology based on the combination of these top-down and bottom-up approach to typology, with the aim of adopting them in parallel.A method for analysing and classifying the Spaces compatible with the two approaches can be implemented crossing the criteria of classification.STREAMER is taking the Units as the common denominator for the definition of the typology model as they allow to approach the model both from the energy-related features and the functional point of view.   Outside/in approach could operate a classification of spaces in terms of The Layers Approach at Building and District level.Inside/out approach starts from the analysis of the energy characteristics and performances of the single rooms (e.g. Class of energy performance).



Categorization of Spaces according to the crossing methods
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Therefore, the methodology follows these steps:Definition of a common breakdown of the Healthcare Districts and Hospital buildings in UnitsIdentification of the Units with relation to The Layers Approach categoriesBreakdown of each Unit in single Spaces to be codified Implementation of the technical properties and energy-related features referred to the Spaces and the UnitsDefinition of typologies based on the functional aggregative configurations of the Units in the Buildings and in the Districts. 



Conclusion

STREAMER design methodologies will turn around the existing
approach

a) Decision-making will be based on inclusiveness in the design phase of both new and
retrofitting projects, from the initial brief to the final design implementation.

b) The common parameters and the average energy use will be modelled according to
the functional classification, space allocation and building configuration

c) At inter-building, neighborhood and urban levels, the typological meta-design will be
used in order to define the most effective strategy for energy-efficiency improvements
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
PREMISESTraditional design process is very time consuming and often inaccurate. There are substantial difficulties in the design interpretation, communication and decision-making involving many different stakeholders. It is difficult to comprehensively gain the knowledge of the energy use and energy reduction potentials per typology from the descriptions and specifications of the healthcare processes and equipment, which are widely available.b. …hot floor (operation rooms, laboratories, etc.), hotel (patients room), office (workplaces), and industry (technical rooms, laundry rooms, supporting facilities, etc.).c. …depending on the factors, such as: environmental and urban scale; climate zones and geographical orientation; user’s profile and demography. 
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